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By Fodor's

Fodor's Travel Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 288 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.2in. x 0.6in.Oahu is
the most popular Hawaiian island, with excellent resorts,
beautiful scenery, and extensive opportunities for activities
both on the water and on land. This guide covers all the
popular areas of the island, including Honolulu, Waikiki, and
the North Shore. ILLUSTRATED FEATURES: Use our illustrated
map of Waikiki for the best dining, drinking, shopping and
exploring spots. A Pearl Harbor feature gives visitors the
background and tips necessary for visiting this historic site. You
cant visit Hawaii without a surf experience! Our North Shore
surfing feature points out the best spots and times to catch the
big wave pros in action. Other illustrated features teach
travelers snorkeling tips and about Hawaiis unique culture,
from lei to luau to hula. ESSENTIAL TRIP-PLANNING TOOLS:
Top Experiences and Great Itineraries help travelers make the
most of their island time. This guide also has useful tips for
families and people planning Hawaiian weddings and
honeymoons. The Experience chapter helps travelers pick the
best beaches and outdoor adventures. A top water activities
chart lets you choose your perfect water excursion. Illustrated
plant and marine life identification keys are useful...
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This publication is definitely worth purchasing. Yes, it is actually engage in, nevertheless an amazing and interesting
literature. You can expect to like just how the author write this publication.
-- O die Dicki-- O die Dicki

This publication is definitely worth getting. I actually have go through and so i am sure that i will gonna read through
again yet again later on. I am just quickly can get a satisfaction of looking at a created pdf.
-- Ha ilee Ar m str ong  I-- Ha ilee Ar m str ong  I
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